Demonstrators disrupt the opening of the WTO meeting in Seattle. Thousands of protesters took to the streets in a successful effort to force the opening ceremonies of the 130-nation World Trade Organization.

Experts probe border ranches for 100 bodies

U.S. officials and Mexican police believe the people were victims of a drug gang.

Seattle police arrested a protestor in downtown Seattle Tuesday morning. Thousands of protesters took to the streets in a successful effort to force the opening ceremonies of the 130-nation World Trade Organization.

Iowa City breaks the silence on AIDS

Researchers will say when they do so,

In a speech given at the National Press Club, President Clinton announced the immediate availability of a new vaccine to prevent infections.

The vaccine is being tested in a study that will involve around 20,000 people worldwide. The Iowa City Free Medical Clinic has received 10,000 doses of the vaccine.

Iowa City is the only institution in the country to test the vaccine.

Bob DeYong /Associated Press

 rand dreamed of a family with seven children. He and his wife, Linda, have six children.

Bob DeYong /Associated Press

Iowa City Free Medical Clinic

The clinic has received 10,000 doses of the vaccine.

Dr. Richard A. Shope, director of the Iowa City Free Medical Clinic, said the vaccine will be used to protect people from HIV.

"It's a very exciting time," Dr. Shope said. "We are now in a position to test the vaccine in a real-world setting.

The vaccine is being developed by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.

The vaccine is expected to be available to the general public in the next year.
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Parents who get all drunk after their kids asleep are not making America's Most Widows.

The typical criminal is a white male who has been released from prison and picked up by the police on a charge of robbery.
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Group: Use tobacco $ for anti-smoking campaign

One group in debate over how to do the tobacco-settlement money wants to start a campaign.

By Chris Vossman
The Iowa City Press-Citizen

Tobacco Free Iowa held a public listening-to get support and publicize its $2.5 million settlement agreement recently with the state for raising the age to purchase tobacco. The presentation was held in support of an anti-smoking campaign.

"We feel we have a multi-billion dollar opportunity to speak the issue on the problem that creates cancer in the first place," said Bill Moe, coordinator of the Iowa anti-smoking campaign.

The largest portion of the settlement, $2.4 million, will go toward a media campaign. This does not mean, however, that the most important element is just more money, Colwell said. The $2.5 million proposal from Century Tobacco, Central Tobacco and the American Tobacco Co. includes provisions that would need to spend between $2 million and $4 million to have an effective campaign.

"It's a conservative figure," he said. "We have a Republican-sponsored legislation, and that would probably end up with nothing."

Meanwhile, in Des Moines, Republican legislators have called a press conference urging Iowa tobacco smokers to take full advantage of the upcoming settlement. "We have a Republican-sponsored legislation, and that would probably end up with nothing."

"It's a conservative figure," he said. "We have a Republican-sponsored legislation, and that would probably end up with nothing."

The Iowa anti-smoking campaign hopes to spend up to $2.5 million on a campaign that would work to raise the public's awareness of the dangers of smoking.

The plan presented by Tobacco Free Iowa will have an advertising campaign that is in place such as California's "I Quit" campaign. The group would use its money to educate people on the dangers of smoking and increase a media campaign to raise public awareness.

A group of people plan to spend $2.5 million to educate people on the dangers of smoking.

Calling this the "I Quit" campaign, the group would use its money to educate people on the dangers of smoking and increase a media campaign to raise public awareness.

The plan presented by Tobacco Free Iowa will have an advertising campaign that is in place such as California's "I Quit" campaign. The group would use its money to educate people on the dangers of smoking and increase a media campaign to raise public awareness.

A group of people plan to spend $2.5 million to educate people on the dangers of smoking.

At Rolex, steel is a precious metal.

According to the company's website, steel is one of the most desired materials for the watch industry. Rolex uses only the highest quality stainless steel, which is resistant to corrosion and provide a long-lasting shine.

"At Rolex, steel is a precious metal.

The use of steel is a hallmark of Rolex's commitment to quality and innovation. Rolex's steel watches are known for their durability and timeless appeal."
Parents and health officials are severely concerned over the growing trend of girls getting pregnant. The problem is particularly acute in Iowa, where the Iowa Health Services maintains predominantly Roman Catholic schools, according to Parents magazine. Parents and health officials are worried over the fact that teenage girls are willing to take the risk of pregnancy, not willing to take the pill.

"This is a serious problem," said a spokesperson from Parents magazine. "Teenage girls are willing to risk their lives for a future that is uncertain." The spokesperson added that the responsibility of parents in this situation is crucial.

"Parents must understand the gravity of the situation and take necessary steps to prevent pregnancies," said the spokesperson. "This includes providing education about contraception and the importance of responsible decision-making.

The spokesperson also urged health officials to take measures to address the problem, including the availability of contraceptives and education on their use.

"We need to work together to address this issue," said the spokesperson. "It's not just a family matter, it's a community issue. We need to come together to find solutions that work for everyone.

The problem is not limited to Iowa, but is a nationwide concern. According to a recent survey, 40% of teenage girls in the United States have had at least one pregnancy.

"This is a worrying trend," said the spokesperson. "We need to address this issue with urgency and take effective measures to prevent it."

The spokesperson concluded, "We need to work together to prevent pregnancies and ensure a healthy future for our children."
WTO meetings concern I.C. activists

A police officer patrols a protest during the World Trade Organization protests in downtown Seattle Thursday. Police in riot gear fought protesters, who blocked streets and forced a delay in the opening of the WTO conference.

Real estate in Seattle - 22 arrested

PROTESTS

continued from page 1A

meetings of the 135-nation WTO to discuss the benefits of free trade, told reporters in Washington before the violence erupted that he was "very, very upset" by what he termed a "great provocation" by labor unions and environmental groups.

"I think the union members and animal rights, environmental groups all rushed the government site," Pollee told reporters at the event. "We're setting up the climate for multilateralism to be in Washington before the violence erupted. But it was very, very upset tonight by what labor unions and environmental groups did.

"I think we should understand the role and the interest of labor and environment in our trade organization," the secretary, who visited Seattle before heading to New York for the General Assembly, told the audience.

"I think we must continue to build a consensus in the United States, in Canada, in Mexico, in Japan, the entire Western Hemisphere toward a consensus... One country will do, one community will do, the stadium will do." Pollee went on to say.
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Thursday, December 9, 2009

City & Nation

Iowa to observe World AIDS Day

AIDS DAY

contibuted from Page 2A

was held in the Pentacrest Mall after the two-and-a-half hour forum.

World AIDS Day will be observed at the UI, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.

"This will be a motivational event to break the silence," said Sharon Elmore, a health educator at the UI Student Counseling Center.

"Although there is one day that we recognize to acknowledge AIDS, we are most concerned about the ongoing problem... We are most concerned about the ongoing problem," Elmore said.

"It is one day that goes on and on and on," she said. "It is just one day where we can begin the dialogue and the awareness of the need, and not until the end of the month, until the end of World AIDS Day.

World AIDS Day observance is Iowa is coordinated by Hands and Postal Interactions, a program of the Iowa Department of Health, the UI Student Counseling Center, and the UI Student Counseling Center.

"Many people think of World AIDS Day as the beginning of an awareness, but we need to continue that awareness and think about the impact AIDS has on individuals and communities," Elmore said.

Officials probe ranches for victims

MSS GRAVE

in Washington, Picket said that the FBI believes the victims whose bodies were being sought "were killed by a group of organized criminals" and that the FBI was "very concerned about the possibility of drug trafficking.

"There are several individuals who were reported to have been killed within the last year or so, but not one more story," he said.

That would mean the killings

Continued from Page 1A

1990s, when kidnappings of[5521,1062,5532]s
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### Editors' Note

Hate crime statistics should be viewed with caution.

According to a recent report released by the FBI, Iowa is the only state in which no hate crimes occurred in 1999. Not every group's hate crimes report is shared in this fashion, but the agency said the statistic "may indicate a lack of awareness or a lack of reporting within the community." The FBI defines hate crimes as crimes motivated by certain characteristics of the victim, such as race, religion, gender, or sexual orientation.

While the report itself states that no hate crimes took place in Iowa in 1999, it differs from other sources that were reported to the police. In February, three men were charged with second-degree criminal mischief for spray-painting racial slurs on a wall in the city of Cedar Falls. In August, two men were charged with the same offense for spray-painting racial slurs on the walls of two businesses in the city of Cedar Rapids. The incidents were handled by the police, but they were not included in the FBI's report.

The FBI report shows that the number of hate crimes in Iowa has decreased dramatically since 1999, but it noted that incidents involving intimidation and harassment are on the rise. According to the report, there were 29 incidents reported in Iowa in 1995, though, and there's always the dreaded end-of-year blitz into overdrive.

Letters to the Editor:

**Help stop the harassment**

Gather this month, Iowa City officials continued an awareness initiative known as "Iowa City's opposition to hate." It's been widely publicized that the city has two hate crimes in a year, but the city also has two hate crimes that were reported.

In the last report, issued in 1995, 29 incidents were reported in Iowa. Not every agency branch's reports are shared in this fashion, but this year, magazines and newspapers are sharing the results of hate crimes.

**Express your opinion**

The idea of having a police officer with a gun in his holster walking by your home can seem threatening to many people. That's why the Iowa City Police Department is offering a program called "Iowa City's opposition to hate, and strength.

**Dear Editor**

I'm writing to bring to your attention the issue of hate crimes in Iowa City. As a resident of the city, I've noticed an increase in hate incidents in recent months. In particular, I've seen an increase in graffiti and verbal harassment.

I believe it's important for the community to speak out against hate crimes and to support the police in their efforts to prevent them. Hate crimes are not just a matter of personal safety; they also have a negative impact on the overall quality of life in a community.

I'm writing to let you know that I support the efforts of the Iowa City Police Department to prevent hate crimes. I encourage others to do the same and to stand up against hate in our community.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
I. Iowa
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Get up to $35 Back in FREE Groceries!

Start earning automatic rebates on your purchases today when you use your Econo Card. Just spend a minimum of $300 between now and January 1st and receive a rebate of 5% on your total purchases. If you don't have an Econo Card, sign up today. Membership is absolutely Free! See stores for details. Maximum rebate will be $35.

If you find that any Iowa City supermarket advertises a lower price than Econofoods advertises, we will immediately meet that price. NO QUESTIONS ASKED! Shop Econofoods The Real Low Price Leader in Iowa City

SOLD IN 2-3 ROAST ECONOPAKS
U.S.A. SELECT BEEF CHUCK SHOULD

Boneless Pot Roast
$1.28 LB.

For Slow Meat
Boneless Beef Cubes
$1.99 LB.

Coca-Cola Products
$1.98

Limit 2 + DEPOSIT IN 1A

Wisk Detergent
$3.79

SAVE $1.00

12 PACK 12 OZ CANS ASSORTED VARIETIES

100 OZ LIQUID

Dole Classic Salad Mix
69¢ EA.

Indiana G

to pass up basketball

Antwan Randle El has decided to skip Big Ten basketball this season, in order to concentrate on his class work. He will return to Bob Knight's team for the 1999-2000 season as a senior. Randle El said that the decision to come back was made because of his father's illness. Randle El's father, a former basketball player at Indiana, passed away this past summer. Antwan Randle El is a key player for the Hoosiers, who are expected to be one of the top teams in the Big Ten Conference. He has been a consistent performer for Knight's team, and his return will be a major boost for the Hoosiers' basketball team. Rundle El is a hard worker, and his dedication to his studies will surely benefit him in the long run.
Poor shooting hamsters Hawkeyes

Iowa scored the first seven points of the game to en route to an 83-65 loss. By David Borgen

BLOOMINGTON - Trenton Martin won't turn 20 and scored 20 points, and Juan Jean had 18 points as No. 24 Maryland Army scored the first 20 points of Tuesday night in the Big Ten/NUC Challenge. Playing its first regular-season game against a Big Ten opponent, Maryland scored the first 10 points and expanded the advantage to 15 at halftime and used a 15-0 run early in the second half to put it away.

Kyle Guy's 3-pointer came from 19,826 points from the Hawkeyes, which have lost three of five games after splitting the opening round in Big 12 play, 88-85. Kyle guy scored 22 points, and senior Mike Williams added 18 points, followed by 13 points for Danny Muller. Although the Hawkeyes were led in the first half, the Terrapins had the opening moment of the round in the West. Maryland won three-straight back-to-back, including a 55, before the Hawkeyes' senior Mike Williams scored inside to make it 52-44 with 10:24 left.

Maryland's 15-15 Senior Guard in the first half, he went on to lead the team in scoring, finishing with 15 points. The Hawkeyes were led in scoring by senior Mike Williams, who scored 24 points, and Michael Williams, who added 18 points. The Terrapins were led in scoring by Kyle Guy, who scored 22 points, and Juan Jean, who added 18 points. The Hawkeyes were led in the first half, the Terrapins had the opening moment of the round in the West. Maryland won three-straight back-to-back, including a 55, before the Hawkeyes' senior Mike Williams scored inside to make it 52-44 with 10:24 left.
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Maryland's 15-15 Senior Guard in the first half, he went on to lead the team in scoring, finishing with 15 points. The Hawkeyes were led in scoring by senior Mike Williams, who scored 24 points, and Michael Williams, who added 18 points. The Terrapins were led in scoring by Kyle Guy, who scored 22 points, and Juan Jean, who added 18 points. The Hawkeyes were led in the first half, the Terrapins had the opening moment of the round in the West. Maryland won three-straight back-to-back, including a 55, before the Hawkeyes' senior Mike Williams scored inside to make it 52-44 with 10:24 left.
Taylor pleads no contest to drug charges

John Harkins, the AP — Hall-of-Fame lawyer Stephen S. Murrin broke his engineering of enforcement and adjudication. "I apologize to drug users," Taylor said, "I apologize to my family."

No suspense: Woods wins record 14th major

Barbara Fair, Associated Press

"When I finish playing, I'll look back on it and I think I will remember it as the best. Being a professional, I wasn't supposed to play at that level. When it's all over, I'll look back on it and I was pretty decent," said Woods, just 22, after becoming the third-oldest major winner in history.

Injured: Karon King of the Colorado Buffaloes did not play in the team's 85-81 win over Utah State. King, who set the NCAA single-game record with 70 points earlier this season, sprained his right ankle during practice last week.

Hawkeye Buzz

Betts, Bowen, Kasper Big Ten honors

The Hawks reached the Big Ten consolation round last year and the Big Ten tournament this year. Betts, Bowen, and Kasper were all Big Ten honorable mentions.

No. 5 Nebraska rolls to 218-0 win in Big Ten opener

The Cornhuskers, led by 18-point scorer John Teague, rolled to an 85-0 rout of Iowa in the Big Ten opener.

102-30: Purdue rolls to 30-point win over Ohio State

The Boilermakers, led by 25-point scorer Terrence Williams, rolled to a 102-30 win over the Buckeyes. Williams scored 25 points on 10-of-14 shooting, including 3-of-4 from three-point range.

All-Big Ten

PARK RIDGE, Ill. (AP) — The 1999 Big Ten basketball season has been chronicled by a media panel.

Dreyer named Big Ten's best offensive player

Dreyer, a senior from Iowa and a finalist for the Wooden Award, scored 26 points in the Hawkeyes' 85-81 win over Utah State. Dreyer, who is a candidate for the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame, scored 26 points on 10-of-14 shooting, including 3-of-4 from three-point range.

"When I finish playing, I'll look back on it and I think I will remember it as the best. Being a professional, I wasn't supposed to play at that level. When it's all over, I'll look back on it and I was pretty decent," said Woods, just 22, after becoming the third-oldest major winner in history.
**SPORTS**

**Indiana has off Fighting Irish**

The Hawkeyes then moved Maryland's next eight points to push the margin to 15. After Galloway sank a 3-pointer, Mike Hardeman hit a baseline jumper and a driving layup by Galloway made it 92-80 with 20:12 to go.

Doug Schwab aims to be ambassador

Doug Schwab could have stepped out of the shadow of Dan Gable. The year he left Gable is no longer a part of history anymore.

A lot of those guys who are here now are not even in college. There is no way the Hawkeyes can dominate the nation. A lot of people have been talking about Maryland's ability to dominate the nation. Maryland has a lot of great young wrestlers, but Iowa still has the edge. So far this year, Iowa has been the best team in the nation. We have the best coach and we have the best young wrestlers. We have a long way to go, but we are definitely the team to beat this year.

**Iowa-Maryland**

Maryland's third 3-pointer of the half made it 92-80 with 20:12 to go. The Hawkeyes then made only two baskets in a 14-5 surge that put Maryland up by 12. Iowa was 7-of-23 from the floor with six minutes left, but Tommy Harris hit a baseline jumper from the three-point range, before Brown sank a 3-pointer and pulled to 47-41 with nine minutes left. The Hoosiers still led by five with a minute left, but Jimmy Dillon hit a 3-pointer and after a miss by Brown, the Hoosiers were back in the game.

**Swarn**

Doug Schwab is a former wrestler at Iowa and he was a three-time NCAA Champion. He is now a coach at the United States Wrestling Association and he is planning to become a coach at the University of Maryland as well.

**Scheels and Direct Cinema**

Scheels and Direct Cinema are holding an event where they will be presenting a legendary wrestling movie. The movie will be presented at 7 PM on December 2 at Market Square at Scheels and Direct Cinema.

**DAN GABLE**

DAN GABLE is a former wrestler and coach. He is a three-time NCAA Champion and he has been inducted into the Wrestling Hall of Fame. He is currently coaching at the University of Iowa and he is one of the top coaches in the nation.

**Scheels and Direct Cinema**

Scheels and Direct Cinema are holding an event where they will be presenting a legendary wrestling movie. The movie will be presented at 7 PM on December 2 at Market Square at Scheels and Direct Cinema.

**Daniel Gable**

Daniel Gable was a three-time NCAA Champion and he has been inducted into the Wrestling Hall of Fame. He is currently coaching at the University of Iowa and he is one of the top coaches in the nation.

**An Inspirational Holiday Gift!**

An Inspirational Holiday Gift! is a book that tells the story of Daniel Gable's life. It is a great gift for anyone who loves wrestling and it is available at Scheels and Direct Cinema.
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Michigan accepts bowl bid

The Wolverines should meet the SEC title game winner in the Orange Bowl.

ANN ARBOR, Mich.-AP—Michigan accepted a bid Thursday to play the SEC title game winner in the Orange Bowl. The Wolverines (8-2) will appear in the game as an at-large member of the Bowl Championship Series and will likely face the winner of the University of Florida's 2003 Capital One Bowl appearance for Michigan.

The Wolverines, whose opponent has not yet been determined, will face the SEC title game winner on Jan. 6 in Miami. Michigan will become only the fourth team to compete in the Orange Bowl with Ohio State in 1968, 1978 and 1989 also appearing in the game. The Wolverines will pay Miami $1.5 million to play the SEC title winner on four different occasions, before playing the Big Ten Conference, with the most recent appearance announced.

Classifieds

ACNE STUDY

Healthy male volunteers ages 18-35 with facial acne are invited to participate in a 7-month acne research study using two oral acne medications.

University of Iowa, Department of Dermatology. Compensation. (319) 353-8349.

HELP WANTED

CALLING ALL ARTISTS!

NCS is the nation's largest commercial processor of student assessments covering over 50,000 K-12 testing programs. Essential skills include working with various vendors, entering and processing data, communicating with users, applications such as Word, Excel, and Outlook.

Call 353-4502 or email info@nscinc.com for an interview or apply in person at 1201 N. Dodge St.

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

The University of Iowa Research Park is seeking a Laboratory Technician to process biological samples. A B.S. degree in Biology or equivalent is required. Demonstrated proficiency in computer skills, including Microsoft Office programs is required. Reporting duties include, but are not limited to, data entry, washing, labeling, and retrieving samples. A background in biology is preferred. Knowledge of research lab-based procedures is essential.

Applications are available at the University of Iowa Human Resources website, http://www.aioworkforce. On equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. The University of Iowa is an equal opportunity employer.

School Bus Drivers Wanted:

Contact ISU Transportation Services at 515-294-2209.

Direct Support Professional

For persons with disabilities. Full-time, part-time, and evening positions available. Persons seeking employment in this field should have a current DCP/DS license, or have been employed in the field of developmentally disabled persons for at least 1 year. Pay range: $5.50-$7.00 per hour with the potential for raises. Apply now! Call 515-294-2906 for more information.

HELP WANTED

Acadia National Park

Acadia National Park, located in Southwest Harbor, Mt. Desert Island, ME 04660, seeks to hire an Educator for 1-4 days each week. Starting date: immediately.

Full-time (35 hours per week, through October)

Responsibilities:

- Conduct educational programs, workshops, and presentations on natural resource conservation and environmental stewardship.
- Prepare interpretive materials and exhibits for visitors.
- Maintain and update educational resources.
- Participate in park management activities such as trail maintenance.
- Assist with Visitor Services operations.

Qualifications:

- Bachelor's degree in natural resource conservation, environmental education, or related field.
- Experience in conducting educational programs.
- Strong communication and interpersonal skills.
- Ability to work independently and as part of a team.
- Valid driver's license and access to a reliable vehicle.

Salary: $750 per month

Submit resume and cover letter to: Acadia National Park, ATTN: Education, 150 Forest Cove Road, Mount Desert Island, ME 04660. Applications will be accepted until the position is filled. Equal Opportunity Employer.

HELP WANTED

Lake St. Paul School is seeking a 5th Grade Teacher to join our team of dedicated educators. This is a full-time, 11 month position.

Contact Lake St. Paul School, 2201 N. Northwood Dr., Des Moines, IA 50305. Email: lswild@lakenorthwood.org. Phone: 515-282-0816.

HELP WANTED

Highly qualified and innovative individual to fill the role of Deputy Director of the Duke Energy Environmental Research Institute.

The position will be responsible for the implementation of the Institute's strategic plan, which includes overseeing the development and management of research projects, budgeting and financial management, and the coordination of internal and external partnerships.

Qualifications:

- Master's degree in environmental science or a related field.
- Demonstrated experience in the management of research projects.
- Strong leadership and interpersonal skills.
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills.

Salary: Competitive

Send resume and cover letter to: Duke Energy Environmental Research Institute, 100 West University Avenue, Durham, NC 27706.

Equal Opportunity Employer.
Saban packs for LSU

Michigan State coach Nick Saban left the bowl-bound Spartans for more money and a stiff challenge.

By Mary Foster
Associated Press

Baton Rouge, La. — With Saban leaving Michigan State for a $1.2 million annual salary and make him one of the highest-paid college football coaches, there is great tradition. I think the Spartans for more money

Saban left the football-mad school that just completed a competitive, outstanding football season, with a surprisingly good defense, but had been losing the last 10 games.

By Roger Makley
\n
Rose begins preparations for LSU

By Ronald Blume
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Pete Rose stepped down as the hitting coach for the Philadelphia Phillies on Wednesday to begin his search for a major league managing job.

- Rose said one of his lawyers, Roger Mackey, will meet in December or January with baseball’s top lawyer, Bob DuPuy, which Rose termed the start of a dialogue to end his lifetime ban from the sport.

- Rose has until May 31 to present evidence to bolster his case. He was suspended for the rest of the 2009 season and all of 2010.

- Rose’s attorney has written Baseball Commissioner Bud Selig asking for a special hearing after being denied a Jan. 31 appeal.

- Rose said at an owner’s meeting in Irving, Texas, "I want to get back into baseball, saying he will continue to represent the Nationals, baseball’s executive council.

Yankees-Nets merger, expos-sale approved

By Tom J. Lawlor
The Daily Break

NEW YORK — The New York Yankees and New Jersey Nets have been approved by the NBA to merge, with Yankees principal owner George Steinbrenner controlling either team, meaning that George and James Dolan will control both teams. The merger does not change the ownership of either team, meaning that George Steinbrenner would control both teams.

- The merger was announced on Wednesday for a base salary of $697,330, with the bonus ranging in radio, TV and Internet experiences.

- Rose is currently serving as the Phillies’ hitting coach and will lead the Phillies in the final month of the season.

- Rose was suspended for life on Aug. 24, 2009, for betting on baseball games.
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